**ABSTRACT**

Editing is an activity to check and correct a write error with appropriate the rules of language, the editting is one of the writing activities, write activities is one of productive activities to reveal ideas an article

Formulation of the problem that the authors ask is: a) Whether the author is able to carry out learning the rules of capitalization of editting mistake and effectiveness in its use of the word in the text of movie review on students; b) Is the class XI student able to edit of the rules capitalization and effectiveness in its use of the word in the text movie review using inquiry method?; c) the inquiry method effective in text editing moview review in class XI ?.

The hypothesis that the writer formulated to edit are as follows: a) The author is able to plan, implement, and evaluate learning the rules of capitalization mistake and effectiveness in its use of the word in the text of movie using the inquiry in class XI; b) a class XI student is able to follow learning to edit the rules of capitalization of editting mistake and effectiveness in its use of the word in the text of movie review using inquiry; c) inquiry method is effectively used in learning the complex explanatory text editing in class XI.

The results of his research as follows to edit.

1. The author is able to carry out learning the rules of capitalization mistake and effectiveness in its use of the word in the text of movie in class XI. This is evident from the results of the learning activities amounted to 3.64.
2. Student Class XI able to edit mistake of the rules capitalization and effectiveness in the use of the word in the moview review text using inquiry method. This is evidenced by the average value of 23 pretest and posttest average value is 77. Increase by 45.
3. The method of inquiry effectively used in learning preparing moview review text in class XI. This is evidenced by the results of statistical tests tcount> ttable, ie 45.5> 29.2 in the 95% confidence level with a significant level of 5% and 29 degrees of freedom.

Based on these facts, the authors conclude that all the hypotheses that the writer formulated in this study may be accepted.
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